
         -BACKFIRE UNITS- 

 

 

 

Description: 

Thanks for purchasing the 2
nd

 generation of this great product of P!PES! 

 

This led based backfire system for your rc car simulates the effect of a real 

backfire like you may have  seen on the track.  The light effects are coming from 

two multi-color leds except for the 8mm version, this exhaust has just one multi-

color led due to the lack of space. But does the trick for sure. All leds are 

controlled by a smart chip which also reads your gas throttle to give the right 

effect at the right moment.  

 

P!PES does it again! 

  

 

 

Installation note: 

Install the exhaust in a proper way to your body, for example with shoe-goo or 

hot glue. Then attach the circuit board on a safe place where it could not 

reached by water or dirt. Then  attach the cables in your body so that they can 

not be harmed by rotating parts. Take out your gas throttle connector of the 

reciever and plug it on the three pins on the circuit board.  Then you have to put 

the servo cable of the circuit board  in the throttle connection of your receiver.  

 

Now your backfire system is connected to the receiver and ready to rock! 

 

When you put on your rc car for the first time the backfire unit reads the 

position of the gas throttle so you don’t have to install or calibrate something. 

 

Just what I say.. ready to rock!  

 

 
 

Kit Includes:  

- Stainless steel exhaust 

- Pcb module with chip 

- This User manual in English 

 

Warning:  

This module is sensitive to water, humidity and over-voltage. Mount and use this 

module in a dry and a clean place. This module is intend to use on a rc car with 

the right voltage. Take care to bundle long cables. p!pes is not responsible for 

any damage to your electronics!  So take care and install this unit with respect! 
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